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Although optical multistage interconnection networks (OMINs) promise to meet the ever
growing demands of communication networks and multiprocessor systems in fast commu-
nication, they suffer from challenges such as path dependent loss and switch crosstalk. In
this paper, we propose an innovative approach for reducing not only the path dependent
loss but also the number of switch crosstalks in OMINs. Our approach is centered upon
modelling OMINs with Petri nets and using the P-invariants method to determine the min-
imum number of stages mmin that is sufficient to establish requested communication pat-
terns in variable-stage OMINs. Being composed of the smallest number of stages and
consequently directional couplers (or photonic switches), mmin-stage OMIN employs min-
imal structure and, therefore, path dependent loss and also number of switch crosstalks
reach the least possible values in the realization of requested communication patterns.

We prove that the size of Petri nets created in this work is in polynomial dependence on
the problem size which alleviates memory consumption significantly and ascertains the
fact that memory capacity and performance of modern computers are indeed sufficient
to run our task. We also show that the complexity results obtained in this research improve
similar results reported in our previous paper. We carry out a series of computer experi-
ments to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The two major problems arising in optical communication are path dependent loss and switch crosstalk. Optical signals
usually become weak after passing through a long connection path, which may potentially cause signal distortion. This phe-
nomenon is known as path dependent loss or attenuation [11,16,23]. In a large OMIN, a substantial part of this path dependent
loss is directly proportional to the number of directional couplers along an optical path, which is determined by the archi-
tecture used and the network size [7,13]. Pass dependent loss in effect leads to such unwanted factors as an increase of
power consumption in the system and errors in transmission of optical signals. Being a problem of primary interest in optical
communication, pass dependent loss is still very much in the focus of researchers.

Another problem arising in OMINs is switch crosstalk – a situation when two paths sharing a directional coupler experi-
ence unwanted coupling from one path to the other [8,22]. Switch crosstalk is the most significant factor which reduces clar-
ity of an optical signal, limits the size of an optical network and leads to error rate degradation.

This work deals not only with path dependent loss but also with switch crosstalk in OMINs. The total path dependent loss
in any OMIN is the sum of path dependent losses in all directional couplers. This is also true for the total number of switch
crosstalks in an OMIN. In order to minimize the total path dependent loss and/or the total number of switch crosstalks in an
OMIN with a specified network topology, we determine the minimal number of stages mmin, and consequently the minimal
. All rights reserved.
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number of directional couplers in the OMIN, that would be sufficient to generate a requested communication pattern. Once
mmin is known, a requested communication pattern can be established in the given OMIN with minimal path dependent loss
and a minimal number of switch crosstalks. In the present research this is achieved by representing each communication
pattern as a permutation of OMIN’s inputs into its outputs, and checking 1- through ð2n� 1Þ-stage OMINs employing the
same network topology for permutation admissability.

We say that a permutation p : 2n ! 2n is admissible to 2n � 2n OMIN if there exists a setting of the directional couplers in
the OMIN such that the input i is connected to the output pðiÞ for all i. Admissibility of an arbitrary permutation to m-stage
2n � 2n OMIN turns out to be equivalent to 2m-colorability in graphs [20], which is an NP-hard problem. We decided on per-
mutation admissibility by exploiting Petri nets and consequently reducing permutation admissibility to marking reachability
in P/T-nets (place/transition nets). We use P-invariants to perform reachability analysis in P/T-nets.

We prove that the size of P/T-nets created in the present work demonstrate polynomial dependence on the OMIN size,
which alleviates memory consumption to a significant degree. Moreover, these P/T-nets are more compact compared to
the ones obtained in previous work [1], which is an improvement on the complexity results obtained in [1]. It is known
[9] that the use of P-invariants for general P/T-nets may lead to spurious solutions. For acyclic P/T-nets, however, the use
of P-invariants leads to an irrefragable answer to the question of whether a marking is reachable from the initial marking
[12]. P/T-nets obtained in current research employ an acyclic structure indicating that the method of P-invariants is an exact
characterization of the set of reachable markings.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews key work, to date, in this field. Section 3 deals with common issues in
optical communication. Section 4 provides a succinct background on P/T-nets and P-invariants. The main results are de-
scribed in Sections 5–8. In Section 5 we create P/T-net models of 2� 2 directional coupler and 2n � 2n m-stage OMIN. Sec-
tion 6 deals with a feasibility analysis of the proposed approach. Section 7 presents and analyzes the results of computer
experiments. Finally, conclusions are outlined in Section 8.
2. Related work

Approaches that are currently employed or have been proposed for avoiding switch crosstalk can be classified into three
categories: space division multiplexing (SDM), time division multiplexing (TDM) and wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). All three approaches have been extensively investigated by many researchers, though each still pose some problems
and questions [3,16,22,25]. For instance, SDM is far from a cost effective approach, viz. it requires more than double the ori-
ginal OMIN hardware to achieve the same permutation capability. It is customary for the TDM approach to generate a per-
mutation in n passes instead of a single pass, which affects the time-effectiveness of the TDM approach. Finally, the role of
WDM in switching, with or without wavelength conversion, is unclear and is a subject of further research.

Much research has also been done on developing directional couplers with reduced path dependent loss [22]. Most of this
work is based on the implementation of novel physical-level achievements in optical communication. Attempting to solve
path dependent loss by minimizing the number of stages in an OMIN was suggested in [4]. The main result obtained in
[4] is a necessary condition, which is also a sufficient condition for special BPC (bit permute complement) permutations,
so that a permutation must be admissible to an m-stage 2n � 2n OMIN employing the shuffle-exchange interstage commu-
nication pattern for n < m 6 2n� 1. It has also been shown that, for 1 6 m 6 2n� 1, the minimum number of stages re-
quired to pass a permutation through shuffle-exchange OMIN can be determined in Oð2nnÞ time. For a BPC permutation
this can be done in Oðn2Þ time. The minimum number of stages needed to perform a permutation can be determined in
Oð2nn log nÞ time. An Oð2nnÞ algorithm that determines whether a permutation is admissible to 2n � 2n multistage cube-type
networks (MCTNs) was introduced in [20]. In [18] this result was extended to k-extra stage MCTN with k ¼ 1. In the same
paper it was shown that a permutation is admissible to a k-extra stage MCTN if, and only if, the conflict graph is 2k-colorable.
NP-completeness of the 2k-coloring problem in graphs, for k > 1, does not allow us to develop a general method for analysis
of the permutation admissibility with polynomial dependence on the number of extra stages. Although there exist efficient
algorithms for checking the permutation admissibility for k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1, no such algorithm is known for k > 1 [4]. The
admissibility of frequently used permutations that belong to BP (bit permute), BPC (bit permute complement), LIN (linear
combination) and LC (linear combination complement) classes was investigated in [17,19,21]. A comprehensive review of
existing survivability schemes in multi-domain optical networks is presented in [6].

Petri nets are a mathematical modelling tool that has been successfully implemented in scientific, engineering and indus-
trial domains. Research in Petri nets falls in two categories: (i) design and analysis of a Petri net that is extended with new
characteristics, e.g., soundness-preserving reduction rules for reset workflow nets [24], (ii) using existing Petri nets to prob-
lem solve, such as the implementation of Petri nets in E-commerce [5], application of fuzzy Petri nets in supervised learning
environments [14], etc.

In [2] we analyzed permutation capability of MINs through reducing this problem to marking reachability in CP-nets, and
performing model checking in related CP-nets. In the previous work [1] we demonstrated that CP-nets can also be success-
fully implemented in verification of the permutation admissability. To accomplish the task we first created a CP-net model,
then unfolded this model into an equivalent P/T-net, with a further optimization of the complete unfolding, and finally used
P-invariants to decide on permutation admissibility in the associated P/T-net.
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2.1. Contributions

The approach suggested in this paper differs from existing ones in two respects. Firstly, the traditional approaches explore
advances in the photonic industry to cope with path dependent loss and/or switch crosstalk. The main idea behind those
approaches is to reduce path dependent loss and the number of switch crosstalks by implementing technologically more ma-
ture directional couplers. In the present research, however, this is done through designing an optimal OMIN architecture that
is composed of a minimum number of directional couplers. We reduce path dependent loss and the number of switch cros-
stalks in the system by keeping the number of directional couplers as small as possible.

Secondly, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to adopt Petri nets as a formalism and as a tool in the
context of photonic switching. Such research contributes to both fields. In the present paper, we examine 1- through m-stage
(1 6 m < 2n� 1) OMIN for permutation admissibility and thus find the minimal number of stages needed for establishing a
desired communication pattern. Essential phases of this technique include creating a P/T-net model directly from OMIN
specifications and performing reachability analysis with P-invariants. Avoidance of CP-net modelling, unfolding and optimi-
zation phases in the present research leads to the refinement of memory and run time constraints compared to those ob-
tained in [1].
3. Common issues in optical communication

There are two choices for optical communication: all-optical and hybrid optical approaches. All-optical switching, where
both the controlling and the controlled signals are optical, is seemingly a long-term research project [13]. The hybrid optical
approach is based on the use of optoelectronic technology where the signals are optical but the control over the optical sig-
nals is carried out electronically. Despite its advantages the hybrid optical approach suffers from path dependent loss and
optical crosstalk.

3.1. Path dependent loss

Total loss in any optical link is the sum of the losses in all-optical components: propagation loss through the waveguide in
a directional coupler (or pass dependent loss), signal loss at waveguide bends, signal loss at waveguide crossovers, propaga-
tion loss in the medium, and fiber-to-substrate and substrate-to-fiber coupling loss. As it was reported [16,22], propagation
loss through the waveguide among these losses is of major concern and is proportional to the number of directional couplers
that the optical signal passes through.

3.2. Optical crosstalk

Optical crosstalk arises in one of two forms: channel crossover (or waveguide crossover) and switch crosstalk. The former
occurs when the channels carrying the signals cross each other in order to follow-up a specified interstage communication
pattern, while the latter arises when two paths sharing a directional coupler experience unwanted coupling from one path to
the other. It has also been reported that the number of channel crossovers can be reduced through carefully selecting a suit-
able planar layout for network topology [10]. It has been shown through a series of experiments [15] that by changing inter-
section angles between the crossing channels it is possible to keep the channel crossover negligibly small. The switch
crosstalk, however, is more severe and becomes one of the major issues in designing OMINs [22].

The four possibilities of switch crosstalk within a directional coupler are illustrated in Fig. 1. In this figure a dashed line is
used to indicate the path a switch crosstalk propagates through. Switch crosstalk occurs either between the upper straight
Fig. 1. Coupling from (a) lower straight path; (b) upper straight path; (c) lower to upper cross path; and (d) upper to lower cross path.
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path (from input 0 to output 0) and upper to lower cross path (from input 0 to output 1) or between the lower straight path
(from input 1 to output 1) and lower to upper cross path (from input 1 to output 0).

4. Theoretical underpinning

A P/T-net is a 5-tuple, PN ¼ ðP;T;A;W;M0Þ where P is the finite set of places, T is the finite set of transitions, such that
P \T ¼ ; and P [T–;;A# ðP�TÞ [ ðT�PÞ is the finite set of arcs, W : A! N is the weight function, and M0 : P! N

is the initial marking.
For a P/T-net with n transitions and m places, the incidence matrix A ¼ ½aij� is an n�m matrix with integer entries defined

as aij ¼ aþij � a�ij where aþij ¼ wði; jÞ is the weight of the arc from transition i to its output place j and a�ij ¼ wðj; iÞ is the weight of
the arc to transition i from its input place j. Each invariant in a P/T-net can be expressed as the system of linear algebraic
equations called state equation
AT � x ¼ Md �M0 ð1Þ
where x is an n� 1 column vector of nonnegative integers and is called the firing count vector, M0 is the initial marking, and
Md is the destination marking. The ith entry of x denotes the number of times that transition i must fire to transform M0 to
Md. It has been reported in [12] that for acyclic P/T-net, Md is reachable from M0, if, and only if, there exists a nonnegative
firing count vector x satisfying the state Eq. (1).

5. Model development

In this section we develop a P/T-net model of a 2� 2 directional coupler and a 2n � 2nm-stage OMIN, explain the meaning
of P/T-net components and describe the relationship between P/T-net components and OMIN objects.

Definition 1. A P/T-net of 2� 2 directional coupler is a 5-tuple PTNCW2�2 ¼ ðP;T;A;W;M0Þ, such that

� P ¼ Pin [Pout, where Pin ¼ fin0; in1g is the set of input places, Pout ¼ finioutjg;0 6 i; j 6 1 is the set of output places;
� T ¼ fstraight; crossg is the set of transitions;

� A ¼
ðini; straightÞ or ðini; crossÞ; for i ¼ 0;1
ðstraight; inioutiÞ; for i ¼ 0;1
ðcross; inioutjÞ; if j ¼ 1� i and i ¼ 0;1
empty; otherwise

8>><
>>:

� W ¼ f1 : for all a 2 Ag;

� M0 ¼
1; if p ¼ in i for 0 6 i 6 1
0; otherwise:

�

The P/T-net diagram in Fig. 2a is PTNSW2�2 set to the initial state. Transitions straight and cross are used to set the 2� 2
directional coupler to straight state (see Fig. 2b) and cross state (see Fig. 2c), respectively. Places in0 and in1 represent inputs
of the 2� 2 directional coupler. Places in0out0 and in1out0, that are covered by the left dashbox, represent the upper output of
Fig. 2. P/T-net of 2� 2 directional coupler in: (a) the initial state; (b) straight state; and (c) cross state.
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the 2� 2 directional coupler. Only one of these places can contain a token at a time, indicating which input is linked to the
upper output. Likewise places in0out1 and in1out1 (inside the right dashbox) stand for the lower output. A token in any of
these places specifies a particular input that is linked to the lower output. PTNSW2�2 is a P/T-net of minimal structure, which
fully exhibits the characteristics of the 2� 2 directional coupler.

Definition 2. A P/T-net of 2n � 2n m-stage optical network is a 5-tuple PTNOMIN2n ;m ¼ ðP;T;A;W;M0Þ, such that

� P ¼ P1 [ � � � [Pmþ1, where Pk ¼ fpðkÞ1 ; . . . ; pðkÞ
2k�1N
g if 1 6 k < n and Pk ¼ fpðkÞ1 ; . . . ; pðkÞ

2n�1N
g if n 6 k < 2n� 1;

� T ¼T1 [ � � � [Tm,where Tk ¼ ftðkÞ1 ; . . . ; tðkÞ
4k�1N
g if 1 6 k < n and Tk ¼ ftðkÞ1 ; . . . ; tðkÞ

4n�1N
g if n 6 k < 2n� 1;

� A �
Sm

k¼1ðPk �TkÞ [ ðTk �Pkþ1Þ;

� W ¼ f1 : for all a 2Ag;

� M0 ¼
1; if p 2 P1;
0; otherwise:

�

In PTNOMIN 2n ;m places and transitions are inherently arranged on alternating levels with the places at the undermost
level representing input terminals of OMIN, and places at the topmost level standing for its output terminals (see Fig. 4).
According to Definition 2, the arcs are between net components belonging to neighboring and directed towards the top-
most, levels. An occurrence of a maximum number of transitions on the kth level sets all directional couplers in kth stage
of OMIN. Then transitions on level kþ 1 may occur. This continues until transitions on the last (topmost) level become
enabled. The occurrence of a maximum number of transitions on the topmost level sets the P/T-net to a dead marking.
Each dead marking corresponds to a particular permutation being established between OMIN’s input terminals and its
output terminals.

We say an occurrence sequence in PTNOMIN2n ;m is complete if it is of length m. In order to keep the structure of the P/T-net
as simple as possible we do not impose any predefined order for the occurrence of transitions. Given the specified setting
(either straight or cross) of directional couplers in OMIN, all complete occurrence sequences in PTNOMIN2n ;m are equivalent
and, in fact, they result in the same dead marking, Md. Without the loss of generality we can represent a complete occurrence
sequence as follows:
ri1 ;...;im ¼M0½S1 �M1½S2 � � � �Mm�1½Sm �Md ð2Þ
where Sk �Tk for 1 6 k 6 m and Md is dead marking.
An example of PTNOMIN2n ;m with n ¼ 2 and m ¼ 2 (see Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, outputs that can be reached

by a particular input terminal are represented by unicolored P/T-net fragments. For instance, green places in Fig. 4 indicate
the outputs of OMIN (see Fig. 3) that are reachable from input terminal 0, and green arcs correspond to possible routes be-
tween input terminal 0 and designated outputs.

5.1. Modelling an OMIN topology

It should be stressed that arc determination is the most difficult stumbling block in Definition 2. In fact, we defined an arc
to be an element of relation in Pk �Tk or Tk �Pkþ1, and left unanswered the question of how to state precisely which place
is linked to which transition or, vice versa. Since we are aiming to build a P/T-net directly from OMIN specifications we need
to develop an explicit way of drawing the arcs.

In PTNOMIN2n ;m, we distinguish between pattern arcs and switch arcs. A pattern arc ðp; tÞ 2 Pk �Tk is incident from p to t
and depends highly on OMIN topology. More precisely, pattern arcs exhibit an effect of interstage communication patterns
on a P/T-net. They are created according to the permutations induced by interstage communication patterns. A switch arc
ðt; pÞ 2Tk �Pkþ1 is incident from t to p no matter which communication pattern is chosen to link neighboring stages in
OMIN.
Fig. 3. 4� 4 2-stage OMIN made of 2� 2 directional couplers.
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Algorithm 1. Construction of pattern arcs for shuffle permutation

input : 2n � 2n m-stage SEN
output: related P/T-net model
LPAðl; r; sÞ {constructs pattern arcs for the places in the left half-set}

for k ¼ l to r do

for i ¼ 1 to 2s�2 � N do
for j ¼ 1þ ði� 1Þ � 2s to i � 2sdo

A ¼ A [ ðpðkÞi ; tðkÞj Þ
end_for

end_for
end_for

RPAðl; r; sÞ {constructs pattern arcs for the places in the right half-set}
for k ¼ l to r do

for i ¼ 1þ 2s�2 � N to 2s�1 � N do begin

t 	 i mod2s�2 � N;

for t ¼ 1 to 2s�2 � N do
for j ¼ 1þ ðt � 1Þ � 2s to t � 2sdo

A ¼ A [ ðpðkÞi ; tðkÞj Þ
end_for

end_for
end_begin_for

end_for
Pattern Arcs

if m 6 n then begin LPAð1;m; kÞ; RPAð1;m; kÞ end
else begin

LPAð1;n� 1; kÞ; LPAðn;m;nÞ; RPAð1;n� 1; kÞ; RPAðn;m;nÞ
end;

end_if
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As an example let us consider Algorithm 1 that constructs pattern arcs for OMINs with shuffle permutation between neigh-
boring stages. The construction of pattern arcs progresses in a breadth-first fashion. The algorithm pursues the module LPA in
creating the pattern arcs that are incident from places in the leftmost half-set. These arcs are inheritably similar to the shuffle
permutation pattern (see Fig. 4). Likewise, the algorithm uses module RPA to create the pattern arcs that are incident from the
rightmost half-set places. We obtain all pattern arcs by reusing the modules LPA and RPA in the body of Algorithm 1.

Our P/T-nets are typically represented by sparse block diagonal incidence matrices. The numbers of zero and non-zero
elements in these matrices depend on the OMIN size but not OMIN topology. The peculiarities of interstage communication
patterns, however, affect the distribution of non-zero elements in the incidence matrices. We derived the distribution of
non-zero elements in the incidence matrices corresponding to the P/T-nets of 4� 4 1- and 2-stage (Fig. 5), 8� 8 1-, 2-
and 3-stage (Fig. 6), and 16� 16 1-, 2- and 3-stage (Fig. 7) shuffle-exchange OMINs. An interesting observation is that large
incidence matrices fully cover smaller ones. In these figures we illustrate all matrices in the range in overlapped fashion
starting from the top left corner. For example, Fig. 5 comprises 4� 12 and 20� 28 matrices. In Figs. 5–7, for clarity 1s
and �1s appear with cyan and magenta highlights, respectively.

6. Complexity and acyclicity

Given PTNOMIN2n ;m , we denote the number of transitions and places by jTj and jPj, respectively. The following proposition
measures the size of PTNOMIN2n ;m.

Proposition 1. The following holds:
jPj ¼
ð2mþ1 � 1ÞNÞ; if 1 6 m < n
1
2 ðm� nþ 4ÞN2 � N; if n 6 m < 2n� 1;

(

and
jTj ¼
1
3 ð4

m � 1ÞN; if 1 6 m < n
1
4 ðm� nþ 4

3ÞN
3 � 1

3 N; if n 6 m < 2n� 1:

(

Proof. Due to Definition 2 calculation of jPj dissipates into ranges 1 6 m < n and n 6 m < 2n� 1. When 1 6 m < n, the
number of places in related P/T-net is represented as the sum of the elements of geometric series:
Xmþ1

k¼1

jPkj ¼
Xmþ1

k¼1

2k�1N ¼ ð20 þ 21 þ � � � þ 2mÞN ¼ 1� 2mþ1

1� 2
N ¼ ð2mþ1 � 1ÞN: ð3Þ
Fig. 5. Incidence matrices for 4� 4 1 and 2-stage OMINs.



Fig. 6. Incidence matrices for 8� 8 1 through 3-stage OMINs.

Fig. 7. Incidence matrices for 1 through 3-stage 16� 16 OMINs.
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For n 6 m < 2n� 1 the number of places in P/T-net is estimated as follows:
Xmþ1

k¼1

jPkj ¼
Xn

k¼1

jPkj þ
Xmþ1

k¼nþ1

jPkj ¼ N2 � N
� �

þ
Xmþ1

k¼n

2n�1N ¼ N2 � N
� �

þ 1
2
ðm� nþ 2ÞN2 ¼ 1

2
ðm� nþ 4ÞN2 � N: ð4Þ
Combining (3) and (4) we obtain the claim regarding jPj.
The calculation of jTj, that is also carried out separately for 1 6 m < n and n 6 m < 2n� 1, is given by formulae (5) and

(6):
Xm

k¼1
jTkj ¼

Xm

k¼1

4k�1N ¼ ð40 þ 41 þ � � � þ 4m�1ÞN ¼ 1� 4m

1� 4
N ¼ 1

3
ð4m � 1ÞN: ð5Þ

Xm

k¼1
jTkj ¼

Xn�1

k¼1

jTkj þ
Xm

k¼n

jTkj ¼
1

12
N3 � 1

3
N

� �
þ
Xm

k¼n

4n�1N ¼ 1
12

N3 � 1
3

N
� �

þ 1
4
ðm� nþ 1ÞN3 ¼ 1

4
m� nþ 4

3

� �
N3 � 1

3
N: ð6Þ
Combining (5) and (6), we obtain the exact order for jTj, which agrees with the claim. �
The size of PTNOMIN2n ;m is directly proportional to the memory capacity that is used to store it. It is quite often the case

that a P/T-net model which is exponential in the size of the original problem is built even for a modest-size problem [9].
Proposition 1 establishes the exact orders for jPj and jTj, which are in polynomial dependence on the problem size N.
Polynomial behavior of PTNOMIN2n ;k allows us to avoid memory overflow and supports the fact that memory capabilities and
the performance of modern computers are indeed sufficient to run our task.

In [1] we created a CP-net model of OMIN and converted resulting CP-nets into complete unfoldings. The size of complete

unfoldings are represented by polynomial functions jPUnf j ¼ ðmþ2ÞN2

2 þ mN
2 and jTUnf j ¼ mN3

2 . h

The following proposition assesses the relative merits of the aforementioned complete unfoldings and equivalent P/T-
nets regarding their complexity characteristics.

Proposition 2. The following is valid:
jPj < jPUnf j and jTj < jTUnf j:
Proof. We prove the claim through assessing the ratios jPj
jPUnf j

and jTj
jTUnf j

.

For 1 6 m < n we have
jPj
jPUnf j

¼ 2ð2mþ1 � 1ÞN
ðmþ 2ÞN2 þmN

¼ 2ð2mþ1 � 1Þ
ðmþ 2ÞN þm

6
2N � 2

ðmþ 2ÞN þm
< 1 ð7Þ
and
jTj
jTUnf j

¼ 2ð4m � 1ÞN
3mN3 <

2N3 � 2N

3mN3 ¼ 2� 2=N2

3m
< 1 ð8Þ
When n 6 m < 2n� 1 we obtain
jPj
jPUnf j

¼ ðm� nþ 4ÞN2 � 2N

ðmþ 2ÞN2 þ kN
¼ m� nþ 4� 2=N

mþ 2þ k=N
< 1 ð9Þ
and
jTj
jTUnf j

¼ ð3m� 3nþ 4ÞN3 � 4N

6mN3 ¼ 3m� 3nþ 4� 4=N2

6m
< 1 ð10Þ
Thus, jPj < jPUnf j and jTj < jTUnf j, as claimed. h

This result is as expected, as each P/T-net created in the present work is, in fact, an optimized complete unfolding which is
drawn from scratch based on OMIN specifications rather than obtained through optimizing related complete unfolding. Each
optimized complete unfolding, however, is inevitably more compact since it is obtained from an original complete unfolding
by removing unnecessary components such as 0-bounded places, false-guarded transitions, etc.

Proposition 3. PTNOMIN2n ;m is an acyclic net.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from Definition 2, and the construction of the complete occurrence sequence (2). h



Table 1
4� 4 OMIN: results of computer experiments.

Permutations mmin Time/in second

p1 ¼
0 1 2 3
0 1 3 2

� �
1 0.01

p2 ¼
0 1 2 3
1 3 2 0

� �
2 0.01

Table 2
8� 8 OMIN: results of computer experiments.

Permutations mmin Time/in second

p3 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 6 2 3 0 1 4 5

� �
4 0.06

p4 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 0 2 3 5 4 7 6

� �
1 0.01

p5 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 3 4 6 1 2 5 7

� �
2 0.02

p6 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 0 1 5 2 4 3 6

� �
3 0.03

p7 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 4 6 0 2 5 7

� �
2 0.03

Table 3
16� 16 OMIN: results of computer experiments.

Permutations mmin Time/in second

p8 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
15 7 14 6 13 5 12 4 11 2 10 2 9 1 8 0

� �
4 0.11

p9 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
3 0 7 5 8 10 13 15 1 2 4 6 9 11 12 14

� �
2 0.04

p10 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
14 3 9 10 11 15 1 2 13 0 7 8 5 6 12 4

� �
6 0.34

p11 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
7 3 15 11 6 2 14 10 5 1 13 9 4 0 12 8

� �
3 0.08

p12 ¼
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
13 14 15 12 9 5 11 3 7 6 10 4 1 0 3 2

� �
3 0.10
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7. Experimental results

We have tested the effectiveness of our approach through a series of computer experiments. We have determined mmin for
4� 4;8� 8, and 16� 16 shuffle-exchange OMINs in the realization of randomly chosen permutations. Computer experi-
ments were performed in a high-level interactive environment Matlab on a Windows XP platform with 3 GHz of CPU fre-
quency and 4 GB RAM. The results of computer experiments are illustrated in Tables 1–3.

We are aware of the fact that the incidence matrices (see Figs. 5–7), as well as marking vectors obtained in present re-
search, are sparse in nature, and that there exist dozens of effective sparse matrix methods that can be used to solve linear
algebraic equations. We did not attempt any of those methods, however, since the most time consuming case of p10 (see
Table 3) took only 0.34 s to complete the task with the Matlab standard library function.

We wrote an interface program in C++ to convert input data into a format suitable for Matlab, viz. a rectangular table of
numbers. It should be stressed that a result of ”no solution” was obtained almost at no time. So, any time value indicated in
Tables 1–3 is indeed the run time of the task for mmin rather than the cumulative run time for all cases 1 through mmin. Con-
sidering again the example of p10, 0.34 s is mainly the time spent to check admissibility of p10 to 6-stage OMIN.

The comparison of run times obtained in the present research and those obtained in [1] supports the time-effectiveness of
this work. For all instances the present approach takes much less time.
8. Conclusions

This paper explores interaction between Petri nets and optical communication, to the benefit of both fields. On the one
hand we adopt Petri nets for problem solving in optical communication, and consequently widen the spectrum of their appli-
cations; on the other hand, we deal with two critical problems arising in optical communication, viz. path dependent loss
and switch crosstalks.
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The main results obtained are summarized as follows: (1) a Petri nets based approach is proposed to reduce path depen-
dent loss and the number of switch crosstalks in OMINs; (2) it is easy to create a Petri net model; (3) Petri nets, that are cre-
ated in the present research, are in polynomial dependence on the OMIN size which minimizes the memory consumption;
(4) these Petri nets are acyclic which allows us to use P-invariants for reachability analysis; (5) complexity results obtained
in [1] have improved; and (6) results of computer experiments demonstrate the time-effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
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